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situated at  the bottom of  the garden. To devote so much  time and money  to  the 
creation of so many elaborately decorated rooms, and yet to do nothing to improve 
on such conditions of discomfort and  inconvenience suggests a conscious decision 
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by Loti to preserve the primitive nature of the amenities. A simple explanation is to 
be found  in his horror of the modern. However, the fact that he himself spent very 
little  time there, and  forced  such avoidable misery on his family, would  seem to 
argue a more complex explanation.
  To understand Loti’s passion  for  architectural  alteration and  interior 
decoration in the context of his ambivalent relationship with his family, it is useful to 
look at theory that links attitudes to housing with the creation of gender roles. Mark 
Wigley analyses  this relationship and  ‘the patriarchal construction of  the place of 
woman as the house’ with reference to Leon Battista Alberti’s De re aediﬁcatoria 





and  the man’s nature  for outdoor occupations’  (Xenophon: 229). No possibility 




213). Wigley  shows how in  this way  ‘spatial confusion  is explicitly understood 
as sexual and  is  identified with femininity’  (Wigley: 335). The  implications are, 
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in ‘the production of the gender division’, acts as a mechanism of patriarchal control 
(Wigley: 336). 
  This view of the role of  the house as feminising men who stay  inside is 
interesting with regard to Loti/Loti, as he resented the overly protective way in which 
his family treated him as a child. Loti describes this feeling in Le Roman d’un enfant 












under  fingers  skilled  in handling  sober materials!)  (Quella-Villéger: 349-50). 
The  intrusion  is  indeed  incongruous as  the strictly Calvinist women were being 
deliberately confronted with images evocative of exotic sexuality. 
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another harem protecting her  from the outside world. The house guards against 
unwanted visitors and no prying eyes can penetrate within:
    Point d’intrus d’ailleurs, point de visiteurs  inattendus ou déplaisants. Si 
quelques Turcs me visitent discrètement quand  je  les y  invite, mes amis  ignorent 
absolument le chemin de ma demeure, et des treillages de frêne gardent si fidèlement 
mes fenêtres qu’à aucun moment du jour un regard curieux n’y saurait pénétrer.


















of his stated desire for privacy,  it  is  ironic  that,  for Loti,  the house  in Rochefort 













at having replaced  them with an  image of  the eroticised Orient, are  indicative of 








The Family: 206). This, however, creates an  ironic contradiction, as  the man of 
the house ‘cannot simply occupy  the centre of his web, the interior of the physical 
house, without  losing his masculinity. The woman stands  in his place’  (Wigley: 
339). Without  the woman to oversee his home,  the man of  the house cannot with 
confidence engage in his more public life outside. His wife, in this sense, becomes 
guardian and overseer of his property,  ironically assuming some of his masculine 
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content  in  the knowledge  that  it would be kept  in order whilst he continued his 
wanderings. The women were  left  in charge, but  the Oriental  rooms served as a 
constant reminder of whose house it really was. Loti saved  the family home from 
being sold, giving his family financial security, but in so doing established authority 
over  them. They were able  to keep  their home, but were subsequently accorded 
a different, subservient status within  it. Their  independence came at  the price of 
this  transfer of authority,  their  ‘empowerment’ only being possible  through their 
dependence on him. The redesigning of the house, with its emphasis on the exotic 
rather than the practical, symbolises this power-relationship. 
  Aziyadé’s position with regard  to Loti  is also a subservient one, and  is 








turn  is next. The house was a  symbol of  their  relationship which  is now quite 
obviously over. Faced with this humiliation, Aziyadé temporarily reasserts herself, 
in an act of deliberate rebellion against  the confinement  that effectively  reduced 
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society and  Islam. In Loti’s house she is free  to  live out  the romantic dream of a 
life together, but only for as long as he is inclined to grant her this pleasure. When 












order he appears  to be  following. This  is very  apparent  in his  final  inability  to 
control Aziyadé, and  in his fear of the scandal she causes. In subverting the moral 
order, he loses the power over her that  this order would otherwise confer on him. 
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is being rejected, and  to quote Gilles Deleuze, ‘Ce n’est pas « un enfant », c’est 
un père qui est battu’  (It isn’ t “a child”, but a father that is beaten) (Deleuze: 59). 








involves  the  introduction of  the eroticised exotic, and  thus also  implicitly  invites 
condemnation. In this way, whilst Loti can on one level be seen to be following the 
patterns of patriarchal control, when this  is viewed  in  the light of his masochistic 
urge, his behaviour with regard  to houses and  the control  they  represent becomes 
quite the opposite.
Wigley also discusses Alberti’s  theory of harmony,  to show how architecture 
represents  social order  through  ‘the general  control of  the  feminine’  (Wigley: 
352). The rhetoric of architecture becomes that of ‘husbandry’. An architect must 
‘consider whether each element has been well defined and allocated its proper place 
[. . .]  to take care that nothing is  included except what  is choice and well proven’ 
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(Alberti, Building II: 37). The  idea of unnecessary excess as expressed here  ‘is 
understood as sensuality, an improper pleasure to be regulated and displaced  into 
the intellectual pleasure of  the regulations themselves’ (Wigley: 352). In this way 
‘[the] building  itself  is subjected  to  the economic regime it enforces. Just as  the 



















to wash  in, but  for Loti, Oriental authenticity  takes precedence over practicality. 
The sense of priorities that leads him to accept such discomfort is summed up in a 
concise dismissal of Osman’s concerns: ‘Il n’y a d’urgent que le décor. Apprends 
que  l’on peut  toujours se passer du nécessaire et du convenu’  (The only urgent 
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thing  is  the decor. Learn  that one can always do without what  is necessary and 
conventional)  (90-91). This desire  for authenticity echoes his  reluctance  to add 
modern conveniences to his house in Rochefort. The ‘décor’ must correspond with 
his preconceived image. That this image is an idealised one is of central importance. 

















do not correspond  to his  idealised  image of  them. Des Esseintes expresses his 
disillusion when faced with his discovery on a rare excursion to the outside world 











leads  to  the weakening and  feminisation that Alberti  refers  to. The initial control 
of  the house becomes reversed, with  the house  taking away  the authority of  the 














Murs blanchis à  la chaux, absolument nus’ (In  the heart of all  this magnificence 
[. . .] still remains another room with nothing historical or exotic about it,  in truth 
very austere, the room/cell of Pierre Loti, extremely simple, bare, as in a monastery) 
(Buisine: 212). These  two privileged  rooms,  the one a shrine  to his mother and 
the other a  simply  furnished bedroom reminiscent of  the Calvinist upbringing 
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he was given, would  seem  to  symbolise an essentially  unchanged mother/son 
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room after a different country  in an attempt  to preserve  images of his experiences and 
love affairs in far-flung corners of the world. Using theory  that  links attitudes to housing 
with  the creation of gender roles,  I analyse  the unconscious motives  that  lie behind  the 
creation of Loti’s ‘chef d’œuvre’ in Rochefort and the portrayals of houses throughout his 







His Oriental  love affairs and  redecoration of  the house  in Rochefort are manifestations 
of this deliberate transgression, and  I argue that  it  is for this behaviour, representative of 
Western sexual exploitation of the Orient, that he unconsciously wants to be beaten. Whilst 
Loti’s behaviour may appear to be exploitative, and his house may seem to be an example 
of  typical exoticism,  in symbolic  terms such behaviour and  the house  that embodies  it, 
themselves become an attack on the attitudes that they apparently represent.
